Successful CDR Writing Tips
Competency Demonstration Report (CDR) plays an important role for Engineers to qualify for skilled migration visa to Australia. Mostly
engineers find this task quite complex and don’t have enough knowledge about Competency Demonstration Report (CDR) writing. Lack of
information leads to poorly written report which might reduce your chances of getting Australian Skilled Migration. Here are some tips which
can help in creating a successful CDR.

Fundamentals of Writing CDR

CDR Writing needs some fundamental skills:





You must have clear understanding of report purpose
You need to provide all necessary information for the reader as mentioned in the EA guidelines
Write in language and style that is approved by Australian Standards
Principles for Writing Career Episode

For CDR application, you need to write Three Career Episodes (CEs), One Summary Statement, and One CPD. You need to know some basic
principles for writing write Career Episodes (CE):



Purpose of the Career Episodes (CE):
The purpose of these episodes is to clearly state your skills and experience to prove that you have performed the role of a Professional
Engineer (PE), Engineering Associate (EA) or Engineering Technologist (ET). Career Episode basically elaborates your role in an occupation
that you’ve selected to get nominated for Australian Skilled Migration. You must write this report in correct Australian English language by
following the parameters or standards as described by the Engineers Australia.



Statement of Your Competencies:
To prove your competencies, you need to write your past work experience in relevant field. Competencies are mentioned Appendices of the
Engineers Australia Migration Skills Handbook, so check out which skill set is required for your occupation.



Common Mistakes:

1.
2.

Try to avoid any extra details which are not required by Engineers Australia.
You don’t need to include what your previous employer or team has done but focus on your role. No need to mention the history of your
company.
Avoid writing about market size and position of your company.
Don’t give unsubstantial proof of your knowledge or skills.
Provide details required by Engineer Australia

3.
4.
5.

Instead of involving in unnecessary details only provide information that is required by Engineers Australia, including;





Information about your role in projects
Proof of your skills based on results
Details related to the competencies
CDR writing for Engineers Australia demands that you must analyze each paragraph by keeping in mind that it provides necessary
information to the assessors and help them to judge your capability to qualify for Skilled Migration.

Write your report in Australian English. The Engineers Australian “dialect” for writing career episode reports is a prescriptive writing style. It
has the following characteristics:








Writing style is personal with “I” as a must word.
Write in active voice. Like I planned, I calculated, I measured, I obtained feedback, I researched
Must be clear and simple
Avoid unsubstantial claims. Write on facts and details.
Only include engineering competencies and experience.
Don’t provide excessive calculations or heavy pictures
Before start writing your CDR for Engineers Australia to get Australian skilled migration, the bottom line is while writing career episode you
must question yourself that whether your writing is going to benefit assessors to judge your abilities. Just focus on above points and you will
be able to write productive career episode.
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